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MARGARITA’S SACRIFICES REFLECTED IN CATHERINE MONROE’S 

THE BAREFOOT GIRL (2006): A FEMINIST APPROACH 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini adalah untuk mengungkapkan pengorbanan Margarita dalam novel 

the Barefoot Girl oleh Catherine Monroe 2006. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah 

untuk mendiskripsikan pengorbanan Margarita berdasarkan novel The Barefoot 

Girl oleh Catherine Monroe 2006. Peneliti menggunakan metode kualitatif. 

Sumber data terdiri dari sumber data primer dan sumber data sekunder. Sumber 

data primer diperoleh dari novel itu sendiri. Sumber data sekunder diambil dari 

sumber lain yang berhubungan dengan sumber data primer seperti buku sastra, 

kamus, dan beberapa artikel yang berhubungan dengan novel dan website tentang 

The Barefoot Girl novel. Metode pengumpulan data adalah deskriptif. Teknik 

analisis data menggunakan deskriptif kualitatif. Berdasarkan analisis feminisme, 

pengorbanan Margarita dapat dilihat dari ketidakadilan yang terjadi pada hidup 

Margarita, kehidupan italia pada abad ke 14 bahwa harta adalah segalanya. 

Margarita adalah seorang gadis keras kepala yang sering membuat masalah dan 

yang terakhir yaitu novel ini menceritakan mengenai penyesalan dan penebusan 

dosa Margarita.  

Kata Kunci: pengorbananMargarita, pelayanan terhadap orang miskin, feminisme 

ABSTRACT 

 

This study is proposed to reveal how Margarita’s sacrifices are reflected 

in The Barefoot Girl (2006) novel by Catherine Monroe. The objective of this 

study is to describe Margarita’s sacrifices in Catherine Monroe the Barefoot Girl 

(2006). The researcher employs qualitative research. The data sources consist of 

primary data and secondary data sources. The primary data are the main data 

obtained from the novel itself. The secondary data are taken from other sources 

which are related to the primary data such as literary books, dictionary, and some 

articles related to the novel and website about The Barefoot Girl novel. The 

technique of data collection is library research. The technique of analyzing data is 

descriptive qualitative. Based on feminism analysis, Margarita’s sacrifices can be 

shown from the injustice of Margarita life, the Italian life in the 14
th

 century that 

the treasure is everything. Margarita is a stubborn girl that makes too much 

conflicts and the last is the novel tells the story of repentance and atonement of 

Margarita’s sins.  

Keyword: Margarita’s sacrifices, ministering the poor, feminism  
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1. Introduction 

Sacrifices are to give away (something valuable) to get at least a 

possibility to gain something else of value (such as self-respect, trust, love, 

freedom, prosperity), or to avoid an even greater loss. The sacrifice itself can 

be form of (which can be seen, held) and immaterial form (only can be 

felt). Nevertheless the sacrifice is made bysincere andnoble goalwill 

surelygiveincredible results (not futile or useless). Sacrifice itself has several 

meanings, among others: 

1. Life helps or a problem person becomes better. 

2. Provided sacrifice will be very valuable and useful for people who get 

help, although the sacrifice is not much. 

3. The person who gives sacrifice will be getting rewarded from God. 

4. And sacrifice will always be remembered by those who helped and 

those around her, who know that sacrifice. 

5. Sacrifice is a noble gesture. 

Catherine Hart Monroe is a student at Union Presbyterian Seminary, 

and she divides her time between both the Richmond and Charlotte 

campuses. She is a final level student and plans to receive her Master of 

Divinity in 2016. A native of Wilmington, North Carolina, Catherine 

received her Associate of Arts degree from Peace College in 1990, and her 

Bachelor of Arts in English and Communications from Meredith College in 

1991. After spending most of her adult life in Charlotte, North Carolina, 

Catherine and her family relocated to Norfolk in 2012. Catherine is married 

to Chuck Monroe, and they have three children, Whitley (14), Hart (8), and 

Alden (6). In 2006 The Barefoot girl it’ s first book of Catherine and  The 

King’ s Nun a Novel of king Charlemagne in 2007 is the genre of the 

second book is literature & fiction. The first in a series of fictional historical 

biographies by Paula Paul writing as Catherine Monroe, The Barefoot 

Girl is told by the elderly Margarita looking back on the bare bones of her 

life, a life marked by physical beatings, rape, greed, and murder, thankfully, 

love. The author handles these themes frankly and with the abundance of 
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grace appropriate to St. Margaret, the Barefooted One, and Patroness of the 

Abused. 

Set in 14th-century Italy, The Barefoot Girl follows the life of a poor 

peasant girl from the harvest fields of Ancona to the market town of San 

Severino, where she is taken by her future husband, the cruel, abusive and 

very wealthy Domenico Vasari. Sold to Vasari by her father, who sees the 

marriage as a boon for his struggling family, 15-year-old Margarita is torn 

unwillingly from her mother and sister and the farm boy she loves, bathed, 

dressed in a yellow damask gown and warned to act like a lady while in the 

company of Vasari’s friends or else. Lonely, surrounded by avarice and 

subjected to cruelty, the girl is drawn to San Severino’s starving 

impoverished; despite her husband’s warnings, she becomes determined to 

help them. Dressed in rags and shoeless in the dead of winter, she slips from 

Vasari’s castle to deliver food to the homeless and suffers terrible physical 

abuse at Vasari’s hands because of it. Encouraged by the trust she has 

earned from the hungry as well as her friendship with a handsome, young 

priest and the promise of love she feels in the baby growing inside her, 

Margarita continues her mission at times, a true battle to help San 

Severino’s poor, particularly the young girls and women forced into lives of 

prostitution to earn a crumb of bread.  

There are some reasons why the writer is interested to analyze this 

novel. The first reason is the genre of this novel is fiction. The main 

character in this novel always gets the injustice in her life. The second 

reason is this novel describes Italian life in the 14th century that the treasure 

is everything. In the Novel chapter one Margarita said about the contract 

between her father and gentleman from Ancona that meant she had to give 

up all that she held dear, the gentleman named Dominico Vasari. He is 

cruel, abusive and very wealthy. The third reason is the main character in 

this novel is “Margarita”. She’s very stubborn that there are some conflicts 

that she made herself. But she did so many sacrifices for her life to make 

that life is more worthy. The fourth reason is this novel tells the story of 
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repentance and atonement of her sins that have been committed by the main 

character with her sacrifices.  

The researcher uses the feminist approach as an approach to analyze 

this novel, because the story of the novel is the Margarita sacrifices, 

arranged married inequality and etc. So the researcher gives the title: 

“MARGARITA’S SACRIFICES REFLECTED IN CATHERINE 

MONROE’S THE BAREFOOT GIRL (2006): A FEMINIST APPROACH” 

The problems that the writer would like to analyze are: 1) how are 

Margarita’s Sacrifices reflected in The Barefoot Girl Novel by Catherine 

Monroe by using a feminist approach? 2) What are the causes and effects of 

Margarita doing sacrifice? The objectives of study are mentioned, namely: 

1) to analyze Margarita’s Sacrifices reflected in Catherine Monroe’s the 

barefoot girl (2006) feminist approach. 2) To describe the causes and effects 

of Margarita doing sacrifice. 

 

2. Research Method 

The research method is divided into five subs, namely (1) type of the 

study, (2) object of the study, (3) type data and data source, (4) technique of 

collecting data, and (5) method of analyzing data. Type of the study, the writer 

uses qualitative research because she intends to describe the feminist theory 

and analyzing Margarita’s sacrifice inside The Barefoot Girl novel. The object 

of the study is Margarita’s sacrifice reflected inside The Barefoot Girl novel in 

Italy (2006) directed by Catherine Monroe. It is analyzed by using feminist 

approach and to describe the causes and effects of Margarita doing sacrifice. 

The primary data source is inside The Barefoot Girl that is written by Catherine 

Monroe and published on April, 2006 by New American Library, a division of 

Penguin Group (USA) Inc. it consist of 260 pages with ISBN: 0-451-21771-3. 

The original language that is used is English. The secondary data are taken 

from other sources which are related to the primary data such as literary books, 

dictionary, and some articles related to the novel and website about The 

Barefoot Girl novel. In conducting the study, the writer uses the techniques in 
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collecting the data as a follows: a) Reading Catherine Monroe’s novel the 

barefoot Girl many times. b) Identifying the problem and to find the data. 

Therefore, research problem and objective of the study can be drawn. c) 

Collecting some supporting data from other references related to the topic. 

Therefore, the problems appearing will be able to be answered completely.  

The technique which is used in analyzing the data is descriptive analysis. 

It concerns with feminist approach of Margarita’s Sacrifice reflected in The 

Barefoot Girl Novel by Catherine Monroe (2006).  

 

3. Finding and Discussion 

Inside of the Barefoot Girl novel which is written by Catherine 

Monroe, the novel includes the issues such as: change the culture, social life 

and woman condition in Italy. This case is interesting to be read because it 

expresses some important issue such as woman discrimination, Margherta's 

sacrifices, and gender inequalities. Inside of The Barefoot Girl novel also 

expresses a life struggle of a young girl named Margarita.  

The author creates the memoir to carry her social background in 

viewing the world. It is represented in the memoir. Catherine Monroe also uses 

them to describe the political, social, economic, religion aspect, women 

condition in San Savarino Italy, and the life of Margarita. 

In political aspect of Italian has been long about a variety of project -

national, class, regional, and anti–politics but all of these and the parties and 

movements that their instruments have been mediated geographically through 

the exigencies of everyday life as grounded in places. The “geography” of 

Italian politics has hitherto been thought of mainly in terms of fixed regions 

having continuous effects. But even this approach has been eclipsed in the face 

of trends to think of politics in terms of autonomous individuals operating 

entirely in relation to national level influences. 

In social aspect the most important innovation was a framework law 

on social assistance, adopted in 2000. The planning architecture was modeled 

on the healthcare system, which allowed the government to set national 
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standards for decentralized provision of child care, elder care, rehabilitation, 

and other social services. The law fit into the federalization process by defining 

national, regional, provincial, and municipal responsibilities for social 

assistance. Italy’s healthcare system has also undergone profound changes over 

the last twenty years. Reforms have professionalized management, increase the 

role of the private sector in care provision, and devolved policy – setting 

competencies to regional governments. 

In economic aspect the Italian welfare state combines occupationally 

based social insurance for old age and unemployment; citizenship – based 

national health insurance; and regionally based provision of social services and 

safety net programs. The system began in classis Bismarckian style, with 

benefits conditional on participation in the labor market and gradated according 

to earnings. The fascist government expanded the corporatist system of social 

insurance, further fragmenting it into separate schemes for different groups of 

workers in order to reward supporters and punish potential opponents of the 

regime. At the same time, both liberal (anti – state) and catholic elements left 

important traces on the system in the form of weak state participation, in equate 

funding, and minimal state intrusion into the sprees of charity and early 

childhood education 

In religion aspect the surprising scholarly neglect of orthodox 

religious life in medieval Italian cities and endeavors to recapture “the lost 

holiness of the Italian republics”. Other scholars have made important 

contributions to the complex relationship between local religion, the universal 

Catholic Church, and the governance of Renaissance states. The ongoing 

reassessment of Renaissance religion has resurrected confraternities. Once 

considered corrupt vestiges of medieval religious zeal, confraternities have 

emerged as thriving expressions of religious devotion and vehicles for social 

kinship. Confraternities had their origins in private religious devotion, but their 

activities often pulled them into the public sphere. 

Woman condition In Italy is empirical evidence also shows a trend of 

convergence between women and men in their behaviors, desires, and in their 
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gender attitudes and roles, in and out of the home. These changes could 

effectively challenge sexism and gender stereotypes. The new women’s and 

men’s lifestyles, attitudes and roles may promote trends that encourage gender 

equality, a crucial element for social justice. Gender education has a key role to 

play in raising public awareness of gender biases in society and promoting 

change. The future of gender education and studies seems, however, uncertain. 

Education on gender is still lacking in Italia, both in the process of primary 

socialization and in educational programmers. On the one hand, the topics of 

gender and sexuality continue to be taboo subjects in Italian families. People 

outside the family (often friends) seem to be the main vehicles of information 

on these issues, which is however, often inexact, distorted or in any case 

insufficient. 

In the life of Margarita aspect, Margarita lives in the harvest fields of 

Ancona to the market town of San Savarino. She is taken by her future 

husband, the cruel, abusive and very wealthy. Sold to Dominico Vasari by her 

father, who sees the marriage as a boon for his struggling family, 15-year-old 

Margarita is torn unwillingly from her mother and sister and the farm boy she 

loves, bathed, dressed in a yellow damask gown and warned to act like a lady 

while in the company of Vasari’s friends or else. Lonely, surrounded by 

avarice and subjected to cruelty, the girl is drawn to San Severino’s starving 

impoverished; despite her husband’s warnings, she becomes determined to help 

them. Dressed in rags and shoeless in the dead of winter, she slips from 

Vasari’s castle to deliver food to the homeless and suffers terrible physical 

abuse at Vasari’s hands because of it. Encouraged by the trust she has earned 

from the hungry as well as her friendship with a handsome, young priest and 

the promise of love she feels in the baby growing inside her, Margarita 

continues her mission at times, a true battle to help San Severino’s poor, 

particularly the young girls and women forced into lives of prostitution to earn 

a crumb of bread.  

Finally, from all aspects that are reflected in The Barefoot Girl, there 

is a close relationship between the memoir and the reality of overall aspect in 
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Italy. Margarita portrays the misery experienced by the peasant and the woman 

who always help and minister the poor. Margarita is a type of woman who 

never gives up with her life, she want to make every people around him has a 

good life.  

 

4. Conclusion 

The writer draws the conclusion related to the result of the analysis. 

Based on feminist approach the conclusion is there is a Margarita’s sacrifice 

Reflected in The Barefoot Girl Novel. In Italy, women are second class, 

because the effect of culture in Italy. Woman is more than man and someone 

says that daughter is more precious than son. Culture is a big thing that makes 

woman having limited action. When boys are allowed to learn how to read and 

write and women don’t get the same right. That is important to underline the 

equal dignity and responsibility of women with men. Without intending to deal 

with all the various aspects of the vast and complex theme of the relationships 

between women and society and limiting these remarks to a few essential 

points, one cannot but observe that in the specific area of family life a 

widespread social and cultural tradition has considers women's role to be 

exclusively that of wife and mother, without adequate access to public 

functions, which have generally reserved for men. 

The economic level of Margarita is very difficult. Margarita lives in the 

land of the gentleman from the city. Margarita’s father has to accept a contract 

if he wants to stay in that land, so this is the cause of arranged marriage. If 

Margarita had money maybe she would set her up with a school or small 

business and the others would give lesson in their home. The background of 

Margarita’s family isn’t from the family who has good education, so Margarita 

only learns from the habit of her life. 

In Christianity woman is very considerably today as they have changed 

historically since the third century New Testament church. This is especially 

true in marriage and in formal ministry positions within certain Christian 

denominations, churches, and par church organization. 
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